Tulsa County Dental Society
Dinner Meeting & CE
Tuesday October 11th, 2016

Social 5:30 to 6:00
Dinner & Meeting 6:00 to 6:30
Presentation 6:30 to 8:00

Angela West, RDH, BS
Advisor, scaler2schedule.com

Cyndee Johnson, RDH
Founder, scaler2schedule.com

Guest Speaker
Cyndee Johnson, RDH

Upscale Hygiene. Upscale Profits.

- How to keep your schedule full without adding a single new patient
- Simple diagnostics for your hygiene department. Navigate change and take control
- Easy and effective ways to get your hygiene department running prosperously
- Your hygiene department and YOUR schedule. Why this is the KEY to your success
- Take away solutions to cancellations and no-shows.

Cyndee is an international advisor, speaker and the founder of scaler2schedule and Hygiene.Driven.Dentistry. This new model is designed for today’s dental environment and encompasses the entire dental practice including the often overlooked business of dentistry. These processes are being used by dentists around the world who are experiencing unprecedented success. Angela is an in-office national advisor for scaler2schedule and a practicing clinical hygienist who mentors our clients and creates tremendous success for her doctors right here in Tulsa!